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Abstract. Variability is a signature feature of young stars. Among the well known light
curve phenomena are periodic variations attributed to surface spots and irregular changes
associated with accretion or circumstellar disk material. While decades of photomet-
ric monitoring have provided a framework for classifying young star variability, we still
know surprisingly little about its underlying mechanisms and connections to the sur-
rounding disks. In the past few years, dedicated photometric monitoring campaigns from
the ground and space have revolutionized our view of young stars in the time domain.
We present a selection of optical and infrared time series from several recent campaigns,
highlighting the Coordinated Synoptic Investigation of NGC 2264 (“CSI 2264”)– a joint
30-day effort with the Spitzer, CoRoT, and MOST telescopes. The extraordinary pho-
tometric precision, high cadence, and long time baseline of these observations is now
enabling correlation of variability properties at very different wavelengths, correspond-
ing to locations from the stellar surface to the inner 0.1 AU of the disk. We present some
results of the CSI 2264 program, including new classes of optical/infrared behavior. Fur-
ther efforts to tie observed variability features to physical models will provide insights
into the inner disk environment at a time when planet formation may be underway.
1 Introduction
The end stages of star formation and the beginning of planet formation coincide at approximately one
million years (Myr) after the initial conglomeration of molecular cloud cores. Key to the outcome
of both processes are the fundamentals of gas accretion onto the star, as well as the structure and
dynamics of the surrounding circumstellar disk. The current paradigm for understanding accreting
young stars involves gas flowing from the disk along magnetic field lines. It then collides with the
stellar surface to produce shocks and hot spots with temperatures in excess of 10,000 K. The disk itself
is truncated at a distance of 0.1 AU, its inner reaches emitting at near- and mid-infrared wavelengths.
In addition to controlling the flow of material onto the central star, magnetic fields may regulate
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the structure of the inner disk. While promising, this primarily static theoretical picture may omit
potentially key physics. For example, recent studies of circumstellar disks have offered evidence of
both structural asymmetries and dynamic changes of the inner disk wall ([9], [11]). Current telescopes
are unable to spatially resolve the inner AU of the circumstellar environment, and therefore indirect
observations are required to probe this region.
Photometric variability– a signature feature of young disk bearing stars– bears the imprint of
circumstellar and magnetospheric accretion processes. It has been known for decades (e.g., [13])
that the light curves of T Tauri stars fluctuate with amplitudes of up to one magnitude on timescales
from hours to years. Numerous campaigns have sought to tie flux changes to physical processes (e.g.,
[12], [4], [19]). Because different wavelengths correspond to distinct regions on the star and in the
disk, multiwavelength photometric monitoring offers the prospect of studying the location dependence
of variability. Recently, a proliferation of photometric campaigns in the X-ray through infrared has
produced thousands of high quality young stellar object (YSO) light curves (e.g., [5], [1], [16]).
These culminated with the Coordinated Synoptic Investigation of NGC 2264 (CSI 2264; [6],[7]),
a simultaneous effort with a dozen ground and space-based telescopes in the optical, near-infrared,
and mid-infrared. Whereas previous studies (e.g., [15], [14]) typically monitored YSOs in one or
two filters with sparse ground-based coverage, we now have the opportunity to compare photometric
behavior in multiple bands at high precision, assessing the degree of correlation and associated color
changes. We present here a collection of initial results of CSI 2264, focusing on the combination of
light curves from simultaneous CoRoT optical observations and Warm Spitzer/IRAC monitoring.
2 The CSI 2264 Monitoring Campaign
Starting in December 2011, the CSI 2264 campaign performed monitoring of several thousand YSOs
in the NGC 2264 cluster, which lies at a distance of approximately 760 pc ([17]). We have conducted a
literature search for known members ([21], [18], [8],) and identified approximately 1500 objects from
the substellar regime through 7 solar masses, in an approximately one square degree field surrounding
the Cone Nebula and central nebulosity. The focus of the campaign were observations by the Warm
Spitzer Space Telescope ([23]), in tandem with the CoRoT satellite ([2]). The fields of view for
each of these telescopes are shown in Figure 1. While CoRoT observed a single 4 square degree
field, Spitzer/IRAC operated in mapping mode, observing successive 5 arcminute fields to cover a 45
arcminute wide region. In addition, Spitzer operated in staring mode for a portion of the observations,
pointing at two smaller fields (see Figure 1) for up to 24 hours straight while acquiring high precision
(i.e., several millimagnitudes) photometry. For much of September 2011, CoRoT and Spitzer were
joined by the MOST space telescope ([22]), along with the Chandra X-ray Observatory and 12 ground-
based telescopes. The space-based observations are summarized in Table 1.
The unprecedented aspects of CSI 2264 are its high precision (1% or better for typical photometric
points), high cadence (2 hours per IRAC datapoint and <10 minutes per CoRoT point), and long
Table 1. Summary of the space telescope observations comprising the CSI 2264 campaign.
Telescope Instrument Bands Dates
Spitzer IRAC/mapping 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm Dec. 3, 2011-Jan. 1, 2012
Spitzer IRAC/staring 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm Dec. 3; Dec. 5–6,; Dec. 7–8; Dec. 8–9, 2011
CoRoT E2 CCD 3000-10000Å Dec. 1, 2011–Jan. 3, 2012
MOST Science CCD 3500–7500Å Dec. 5, 2011–Jan. 14, 2012
Chandra ACIS-I 0.5–8 keV Dec. 3, 2011–Dec. 9, 2011
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Figure 1. Field of view for Spitzer and CoRoT observations
of NGC 2264 as part of the CSI 2264 campaign, overlaid on a
Digitized Sky Survey image. The two small boxes
representing the fields of staring observations in Spitzer/IRAC
channel 1 (solid line) and channel 2 (dashed line). The
CoRoT field of view is approximately 1.3 degrees across.
time baseline (30 days for Spitzer and 40 days for CoRoT). NGC 2264 members had been observed
previously by both instruments ([1],[16]), but not simultaneously. The combination of precision and
time sampling has opened a new view of light curve morphologies.
3 Light Curve Classification Scheme
Previous efforts to classify light curves and connect morphology to physical processes associated
with YSOs have focused on periodic and aperiodic categories of behavior (e.g., [12] and [1]). The
exquisite data quality of the CSI 2264 campaign enables us to classify our light curves on a finer
level. We have followed an approach of visually examining and categorizing the light curves first,
subsequently confirming our decisions with statistics. A total of eight different morphologies emerge
from the set of optical and infrared light curves, and we classify behavior in each band separately. One
of the most prominent sets of morphologies involves quasi-periodic fading events that become redder
as they grow fainter (see Figure 2). We refer to these as “quasi-periodic dippers” and note that they are
the closest analogs to AA Tau (e.g., [3]). A similar morphology, which we call “aperiodic dippers,”
involves fading events with no detectable periodicity, as shown in Figure 3 (see also [16]). Also
displaying fading behavior but in a strictly periodic manner are the eclipsing binaries of NGC 2264.
The most intriguing of these exhibits aperiodic out-of-eclipse variability indicative of a circumbinary
disk ([10]).
While the dippers and eclipsing binaries display fading, the opposite behavior appears in stars that
we refer to as “bursters”– objects with frequent episodes of rapidly increasing flux. This behavior is
associated with indicators of strong accretion, such as ultraviolet excess; we highlight it in [20]. The
bursters and dippers exhibit what we refer to as asymmetric flux behavior; these light curves appear
different when flipped upside-down. Another set of light curves does not have this distinction; we call
those with no detectable periodicity “stochastic.” For light curves that do show periodicity but are
not dippers because their fluxes are symmetric about the time axis, we have chosen the label “quasi-
periodic symmetric.” The term “periodic” is reserved for objects with the most stable periodicities;
this behavior is usually attributed to rotational modulation of cool spots on the stellar surface.
In some cases, a trend is evident in the light curve but it is too featureless to classify; we refer
to these as “long timescale” variables. Finally, light curves that are variable but show no behavior
matching the descriptions above are left unclassified. We have evaluated a set of 162 disk-bearing
YSO light curves with both CoRoT and Spitzer data, and we present the results in Table 2. Stars that
show no brightness fluctuations as measured by the light curve root mean square or a Stetson test
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Figure 2. Prototypical examples of the eight optical morphology classes that we identify among CoRoT time
series of NGC 2264 members. Each morphology type is labeled on the light curve.
between the IRAC1 and IRAC2 channels are denoted “non-variable.” Examples of these classes are
shown in the optical in Figure 3, and in the infrared in Figure 4.
To confirm our visual light curve classification, we have developed two statistics (“Q” and “M”)
to quantify flux behavior in the optical and infrared bands. We define them in [7], but in brief, they
represent the degree of stochasticity (Q) and the degree of flux asymmetry (M) in a light curve. As
shown in Figure 5, we find that strongly positive M values accurately select for dipper behavior, while
negative M values demarcate bursters. Q, on the other hand, represents the strength of the residuals
left after a phased periodic trend is subtracted from a light curve. It is close to zero for strongly
periodic stars and 1.0 or greater for stochastic stars. Figure 5 confirms that these two statistics are
excellent for discriminating the light curve behavior detected by eye.
Table 2. Summary of optical and infrared light curve morphologies for disk bearing stars observed by the CSI
2264 campaign. The fractions of light curves belonging to each class were measured on a 162-object dataset.
Uncertainties on each of these fractions are 2–4%.
Morphology class Optical Infrared
Bursters 13% 5%
Quasi-periodic dippers 10.5% 3%
Aperiodic dippers 11% 1%
Quasi-periodic symmetric 17% 13.5%
Stochastic 13% 6%
Long timescale 1% 30%
Periodic 4% 3.5%
Eclipsing binary 1% 1%
Unclassifiable 11% 28%
Non-variable 19& 9%
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Figure 3. Prototypical examples of the eight infrared morphology classes that we identify among IRAC time
series of NGC 2264 members. Black points mark 3.6 µm data, and grey points are 4.5 µm photometry, with the
mean shifted to match that of the 3.5 µm light curve. Each morphology type is labeled on the light curve.
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Figure 4. We have identified two statistics that separate the optical light curve behaviors into classes identified by
eye, as shown with colored points. These statistics, “Q” and “M”, represent the degree of stochasticity and flux
asymmetry, respectively, in the light curve. A small “Q” value represents highly periodic behavior, whereas a
value closer to 1.0 indicates that the light curve displays large residuals when phased. The M statistic is negative
for light curves dominated by fading events and positive for those with mainly bursting behavior. Adapted from
[7].
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Typically, we classify the CoRoT and Spitzer light curves in different morphological categories.
Overall, we find that less than half of our YSOs display well correlated behavior in the optical and
infrared bands. This finding suggests that we are witnessing multiple simultaneous variability mech-
anisms, associated with the star, the accretion streams, and the disk. Further efforts to correlate light
curve morphologies in the CSI 2264 dataset with stellar and disk properties will provide insights into
the physical origins of variability.
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